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0. Introduction
Let X be a smooth complex analytic open surface: that is, X is biholo-
morphically equivalent to M\D, where M is a compact complex variety of dimen-
sion 2 and D is a closed analytic subvariety of M. We can assume that M is
also smooth.
We shall be interested in the case where X is strongly pseudoconvex (see
[6] for definitions). Such an X contains a distinguished compact analytic
subset Z, which is the union of all closed analytic subspaces of X of positive
dimension. Z is empty if and only if X is Stein.
A famous remark of Serre, in [8], points out that M is not determined
up to bimeromorphic equivalence by X. If X=C*xC* then M can be ra-
tional or elliptic ruled, or (an observation due to Igusa, see [1]) a non-elliptic
Hopf surface. Naturally one asks: for what other such X, if any, is M not uni-
que up to bimeromorphic equivalence ?
This question and some related ones have been considered by (among
others) Tan, in a series of papers ([11], [12], [13], [14]). There it is always as-
sumed that M is minimal. This, however, imposes a further restriction on X.
The purpose of this note is to see what happens for general M.
1. A non-minimal example
We give an easy example of a Stein open surface X for which only non-
minimal compactifications exist. Let M' be a surface whose universal cover
is a bounded domain, say a ball in C2. Then M' is a strongly minimal
surface of general type and is hyperbolic in the sense of [4], Let π: M-*M'
be the blow-up of M' in a pointy, and let C=π~\p) (so that C is a (—l)-curve
in M). Fix some projective embedding of M and let D be a general hyperplane
section (so C^D). Put X=M\D: thus X is afϊine, and therefore Stein. As
we shall see below, the fact that M is of general type implies that it is determin-
ed by X up to bimeromorphic equivalence. By the uniqueness of minimal
models, M' is the only minimal surface which can possibly contain an open
subset biholomorpHcally equivalent to X. Suppose it does: let φ\ Xc-^Mr be a
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holomorphic embedding. By Theorem VI.4.1 of [4], φ extends to a holomorphic
map φ: M-*M''. By strong minimality, the bimeromorphic map a=πφ~lm.
M' >M' is biholomorphic. But π=ctφ contracts C: therefore φ contracts C,
but φ is an embedding on X so this is impossible.
A similar argument can be used to give an example of an X which does
have a minimal embedding, but only if the boundary D is allowed to have worse
than normal crossings singularities. This, too, will force us to consider non-
minimal surfaces.
2. Non-algebraic compactifications
We shall say that a surface X is compactifiable if an M and a D such that
X is biholomorphically equivalent to M\D exist.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a compactifiable Stein surface. Then X has an
algebraic compactification.
Proof. (This is proved in [14] under the assumption that X has a minimal
compactification.) Let M be a compactification. By [1] either M is algebraic,
in which case there is nothing to prove, or b1(M) = ί and M has no non-constant
meromorphic functions. Assume the latter. Then M contains only finitely
many irreducible curves, Cl9 •••, Ck say. Put C=C\\J ••• U Ck. The boundary
D=M\X is a non-empty connected compact curve: since D meets all the cur-
ves Cj and there are no others, C is connected.
The intersection form on C must be negative semidefinite. For if there is
a divisor C
o
 such that C§>0 then, by Riemann-Roch,
h°(OM(nC0))+h\OM(KM-nC0)) = n2 &/2+o(n).
So for w>0 one of 0M(n^o) a n d OM(KM—nC0) has two independent sections,
and their ratio gives a meromorphic function on M. Furthermore, if the in-
tersection form on C is negative definite then D can be contracted to a (pos-
sibly singular) point and Hartogs' Theorem contradicts the holomorphic con-
vexity of X. Therefore there is a divisor D
o
, supported on Dy such that Dl=0.
By [15], Lemma 2, we can assume that DQ is effective and Supp DQ = C.
So D—Cy so all curves in M, and in particular all (—l)-curves, are contained
in the boundary. Hence we can contract the (—l)-curves and assume that
M is minimal, which reduces us to the situation of Theorem 3 of [14]. •
3. Uniqueness questions
Suppose M is algebraic: we ask whether M is unique up to bimeromor-
phic (or birational) equivalence. In general, of course, it is not. In [13] it is
shown that there is usually at most one minimal compactification. We shall
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show that there is usually just one compactification M.
We denote by κ
an
(X) the analytic Kodaira dimension of Sakai ([7]). fc
an
(X)
is a biholomorphic invariant of X. We denote by κ(X) the logarithmic Ko-
daira dimension of X (see [2]): this may depend on the choice of compactifica-
tion. If L is a divisor on M then κ(My L) will be the L-dimension and κ(M)
the usual Kodaira dimension.
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a compactίfiable strongly pseudoconvex surface and
suppose that κ(M)>0 for some algebraic compactification. Then M is deter-
mined by X up to birational equivalence.
We shall prove this theorem via a series of lemmas, some of which we shall
refer to later.
Lemma 3.2. If κ
Άn
(X)=2 then M is unique up to bimeromorphic equi-
valence.
Proof. If M1 and M2 are compactifications of X then the map φ: XxX->
XxX given by φ(xι, #2)—(#2* xi) extends to a bimeromorphic map φ: M
ι
χM2
>M1xM2. This follows from [7], Proposition 4.3, using the fact that
κSLΏ(M1X M2)=4. For a general point ξ^M2, the map
M
x
 ~ M
λ
x (ξ} c* M
λ
xM2 — -» MxχM2
P
^M2
is bimeromorphic. In particular, if n(M)=2 then M is unique, as was stated
in §1 above. •
Lemma 3.3. (Tan) // κ(M) > 0 and M is minimal then n{X)=2.
Note that this implies that K
an
(X)—2 and therefore that M is unique.
Proof. Suppose κ(M)=jt(X) — 1. Since M is minimal, the canonical di-
visor K is nef. Suppose that K.Dj>0 for some irreducible component Dj of
D. Then (D+riQ 2 >0 for r > 0 . If r is such that the rth plurigenus P
r
>2,
then rK is effective, so by Lemma 8.5 of [2] we have κ(M, D-\-rK)=2 and
therefore, by Lemma 10.5 of [2], κ(X)=2. So we can assume that K.Dj=0
for all Dj. Moreover, M is elliptic. D must be contained in the fibres (because
of K.D~ϋ)\ but then X contains infinitely many complete curves.
If K = 0 we can use Lemma 10.3 of [2] to reduce to the case K=0. If
7c(X)=l then Theorem 8.6 of [2J shows that X contains infinitely many com-
plete curves; but if M is an abelian surface h°(ΘM(2D))>2, so £(X)Φ0. On
the other hand if M is a K3 then the boundary is contractible (as in [2], § 10.4). •
REMARK. Tan proves essentially the same lemma in [13] by using the
structure theorem in [5] (Π.2.3.1). However, there are some details to be
checked and the above argument is more elementary.
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To conclude the proof of Theorem 3.1 we need to deal with κ(M)=0 or
1 and M non-minimal. We may assume that Z contains no (—l)-curves (if
it does we simply contract them). If/: M-^M' is the contraction of a (—1)-
curve E, we put D'=f(D) and X'=M'\D\ Since / is biholomorphic away
from E and X'=f(X\E), X' is biholomorphically equivalent to X\E. By [9],
Lemma 2, X\E is strongly pseudoconvex, so X' is also. If g: M-+M" is a
birational morphism to a minimal surface, g can be factored into finitely many
contractions of (—l)-curves so, by induction, X"=M"\g(D) is strongly pseu-
doconvex. By Lemma 3.3, π{X')=2. By [2], Theorem 11.4 (iii), ϊc{X)=π{X'),
so we are done by Lemma 3.2. •
We can sharpen Theorem 3.1 farther. Suppose now that Mt is an algebraic
compactification of Xt with boundary Di=Mi\Xiy that X is strongly pseudo-
convex and that X is biholomorphically equivalent to X{ for z=l,2. After
blowing up one point of D{ if necessary (in case it happens that M^P2), we
can assume that M{ are equipped with morphisms τrt : M,->!?,, where B{ is a
smooth complete curve of genus gt and the general fibre F{ is a P
1
. We put
ai=Di.Fi and let β{ be the number of fibers of π{ contained in D{. Let θ:
X
λ
->X2 be biholomorphic.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose M1 and M2 are not bίmeromorphίcally equivalent.
Then gi<l, and if g~\ then βi=0 and a—I or 2.
Proof. Suppose first that, say, g2>ί or that g2=l and /92>0. Then π2(X2)
is B2\(β2 points), which is hyperbolic. By [4], Ch. IV, Corollary 2.6, the map
π2 θ: FιΓ\Xι-^π2{X2j extends to a map F1-^B2, which is constant by Lϋroth's
theorem. This determines a map S: U
λ
^B2, given by ά(p) = π2 θ (πT\p) ΓiXi)
and defined on the Zariski-open set A Q Z ? I in which the fibres of π
λ
 are
smooth and not contained in D
v
 It is clear that θ extends to an isomor-
phism between B
x
 and B2f so in this case Mλ and M2 are bimeromorphically
equivalent.
Now suppose that for one of the compactifications, M, we have g— 1 and
β=0, so that B is a complete curve of genus 1, and that α > 3 . I claim that
7c(X)=2, so that M is unique by Lemma 3.2. By the open version of C2Λ
proved in [3] we have
ic(X)>?c(B)+7c(P1\(a points)) - 1 .
If /e(X)=l, we apply the structure theorem in [5], II.2.3.1 already mentioned.
Suppose first we are in the quasi-elliptic case, so that there is a birational mor-
phism/: M->M0 and a divisor Do on Mo such that f*(D0+KMo)=(D+KM)+
(the arithmetically effective part of D+KM). MO is equipped with a morphism
π0: M0->B0=B, and D0.F0=2 where Fo is the general fibre of π0. If C is a
component of D such that C.F Φθ, then C is not rational so/^C is a component
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of D
o
 with multiplicity 1 ([5], p. 153). But f*F=FOy so 2=D0.F0=D.F=a>3.
This leaves only κ(X)=2.
If we are in the elliptic case of [5], II.2.3.1, then there is a birational mor-
phism /: M->M0 as above, and Mo is equipped with a morphism σ: Mo-+B'
whose general fibre is elliptic and which contracts no (— l)-curves. Since
M
o
 is birationally ruled over B there is also a morphism π: M0->B, and B'^P
1
.
Then σ factors through BxB', so M
o
 must be minimal (otherwise σ does
contract some (—l)-curves).
According to [5], D
o
 is a sum of fibres of σ (with multiplicity). So there-
fore, is D0+KMQ. The general fibre E of σ/: M-+P
1
 must meet Zλ Let C be
a component of D such that 2?.C>0. Since Supp (D0-\-KMQ)+ lies in the fibres
of σ, Supp (D+i£ M ) + lies in the fibres of σ/. Hence CeSupp (D+KM)'y and
in particular it is rational ([5], p. 153). It is therefore contained in a fibre F
o
of π
o
f: M0->B. It is not contracted by /, since C.E>0. All other compo-
nents of FQ are contracted by /, so they occur in Supp KM. So the whole of Fo
occurs in Supp (D-\-KM), and indeed in the arithmetically negative part. But
Fl=0, and the intersection form on the arithmetically negative part of a divisor
is negative definite (see, for instance, [5], p. 37). •
REMARK. Note that θ itself need not extend to a bimeromorphic map M
x
>M2. In general, as is shown in [10], it does not.
This result allows us to give another, partial, extension of a result of Tan
to arbitrary smooth surfaces.
Theorem 3.5. (cf. [13], Theorem 4.) Suppose X is strongly pseudoconvex
but not Stein, and an algebraic compactification M exists. Then M is unique up to
bimeromorphic equivalence except possibly in the following cases:
a) Z contains a unique smooth elliptic curve Έ, and there are exactly two algebraic
compactifications, M1 rational and M2 birationally equivalent to ExP1 with
%2-t2== •L'2'*i2==" 1 »
b) Z can be contracted to give finitely many singularities belonging to a restricted
class {possibly smooth points) any nonrational compactification M is birationally
elliptic ruled, D.F=2 and Z is contained in the singular fibres of M. If in
this case D is irreducible, the possible singularities are Ak and Dk.
Proof. Put X*=X\Z. Both M
λ
 and M2 are compactifications of X*, so
by Lemma 3.2 we must have /e(X*)<2. By Theorem 3.1, if there is more than
one compactification then one of them must be birationally elliptic ruled. Let
us abuse notation and call this M, so Z is now a curve in M. The boundary of
X* in M is D+Z so, by the argument used in proving Lemma 3.4, (D-{-Z).F<2.
Clearly D.F>0, so we have two cases, Z.F=\ and Z.F=Q. In the case Z.F=l
a section E of M-^B occurs as a component of Z and D.F=l. This is case (a).
Suppose, then, that Z.F=0: thus Z is contained in finitely many fibres, ob-
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viously singular ones. A singular fibre F
o
 is a tree of rational curves. We con-
tract all (—l)-curves which are contained in either D or Z. If all of Z is then
contracted, we are in case (b) with smooth points only.
It is well known that the intersection form on F
o
 is negative semidefinite.
FQ certainly contains at least one (—l)-curve: say
where the C\ are (—l)-curves and the Cy are not. Every curve in FQ either
meets D or is contained in Z, because Z is maximal, and the C{ are not con-
tained in Z nor in Zλ Hence ZλCf > l . If in addition D is irreducible then
2 = D.F0 = Σ λ, D.C\+ Σ μj D.C,7> Σ λ, ,
where the inequality comes from the fact that C ; cj:Supp Z), so that Cj.D>Q.
Furthermore, p
a
(F0)=0 so F0.K=—2. Hence
- 2 = Σ λ, C
- - Σ λ
We have C)< — 1, since the intersection form is negative semidefinite and CyΦ
— 1. (It is easy to see that CyΦO.) Also Cy is rational, so Cj.K> — 1. But
μ y > 0 for all;, and Σ μs Cβ.K<0: hence Cy.i^=0 for all;, and the Cj are (—2)-
curves. Thus Zf]F0= Σ C. is a union of (—2)-curves and the intersection
form is negative definite. This means that each connected component of Z has
a configuration of type Aky Dky E6y E7 or E8. However, if the configuration is
Ek then one can easily check that the intersection foim on Fo is not negative se-
midefinite. •
Fibres as described in (b) can occur (that is, we cannot eliminate Ak or Dk
as we eliminated Ek) but I do not know whether case (b) actually occurs, apart
from the smooth case wihch certainly does.
The restricted class of singularities referred to in (b) is those whose
weighted resolution graph can be embedded in the weighted graph of a singular
fibre of genus 0 in such a way that its removal leaves at most two connected
components. If we know more about D we can say more about Z, by doing
calculations similar to those used above for the case D irreducible, but we shall
not give any further examples here.
4. Other remarks
The argument in §2 also shows that strongly pseudoconvex surfaces with
a non-algebraic, not necessarily minimal compactification are either as described
in [11] or modifications of smooth Stein surfaces.
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I do not know whether it is true in general that for smooth compactifiable
Stein surfaces /c
aΏ
(X)=2 or — oo(cf. [14]). However, the only smooth curves
C with κ
an
(C)=0 are complete elliptic curves, so it follows from the fibration the-
orem (Theorem 2.3 of [7]) that if κ
an
(X)=ί then X contains infinitely many
complete curves. The corresponding result for affines is true: indeed we have
the following stronger result.
Corollary 4.1. Let X be α smooth αffine n-dίmensionαl variety. Then
— °° orn.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 of [7] it is enough to show that κ
aΏ
(X):¥θ (and pro-
ceed by induction on n). By the argument in [14], Proposition 4, it is enough
to show that κ(M, Z)')Φθ for a suitable ample divisor Ώ' supported on Z), i.e.,
that h\OM{D'))> 1. This is obvious. •
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